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Abstract
We consider the problem of dynamically maintaining an optimal alignment of two strings, each of
length at most n, as they undergo insertions, deletions, and substitutions of letters. The string
alignment problem generalizes the longest common subsequence (LCS) problem and the edit distance
problem (also with non-unit costs, as long as insertions and deletions cost the same). The conditional
lower bound of Backurs and Indyk [J. Comput. 2018] for computing the LCS in the static case
implies that strongly sublinear update time for the dynamic string alignment problem would refute
the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis. We essentially match this lower bound when the alignment
weights are constants, by showing how to process each update in O˜(n) time.1 When the weights
are integers bounded in absolute value by some w = nO(1), we can maintain the alignment in
O˜(n ·min{√n,w}) time per update. For the O˜(nw)-time algorithm, we heavily rely on Tiskin’s
work on semi-local LCS, and in particular, in an implicit way, on his algorithm for computing the
(min,+)-product of two simple unit-Monge matrices [Algorithmica 2015]. As for the O˜(n√n)-time
algorithm, we employ efficient data structures for computing distances in planar graphs.
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1 Introduction
The problems of computing an optimal string alignment, a longest common subsequence
(LCS), or the edit distance of two strings have been studied for more than 50 years. In
the string alignment problem, we are given weights wmatch for aligning a pair of matching
letters, wmis for aligning a pair of mismatching letters, and wgap for letters that are not
aligned, and the goal to compute an alignment with maximum weight. The edit distance
dE(S, T ) of two strings S and T is the minimum cost of transforming string S to string T
using insertions, deletions, and substitutions of letters, under specified costs cins, cdel, and
1 The O˜(·) notation suppresses logO(1) n factors.
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csub, respectively. When all costs are 1, this is also known as the Levenshtein distance of S
and T [24]. Note that if cins = cdel, the edit distance problem is a special case of the string
alignment problem, with wmatch = 0, wmis = −csub, and wgap = −cins = −cdel. In turn, the
LCS problem can be seen as a special case of the edit distance problem: Let the length of
an LCS of S and T be denoted by LCS(S, T ). Then, for cins = cdel = 1 and csub = 2, we
have dE(S, T ) = |S|+ |T | − 2 · LCS(S, T ). In this work, we consider the dynamic version of
the string alignment problem, in which the strings S and T , each of length at most n, are
maintained subject to insertions, deletions, and substitutions of letters, and we are to report
an optimal alignment after each such update.
The textbook dynamic programming (DP) O(n2)-time algorithm for the (static) LCS
and edit distance problems has been rediscovered several times, e.g. in [38, 28, 29, 30, 39].
When the desired output is just the edit distance or the length of an LCS, the space required
by the DP algorithm is trivially O(n) as one needs to store just two rows or columns of the
DP matrix. Hirschberg showed how to actually retrieve an LCS within O(n2) time using only
O(n) space [17]. A line of works has improved the complexity of the classic DP algorithm by
factors polylogarithmic with respect to n (see [25, 40, 11, 5, 15]).
While we are the first to consider the dynamic string alignment problem in the general
variant where edits are allowed in any position of either of the strings, already the DP
algorithm is inherently “dynamic” in the sense that it supports appending a letter and
deleting the last letter in either of the strings in linear time. A series of works examined
variants of incremental and decremental LCS and edit distance problems [23, 21, 18]. The
most general of these variants was considered by Tiskin in [32], where he presented a
linear-time algorithm for maintaining an LCS in the case that both strings are subject to
the following updates: prepending or appending a letter, and deleting the first or the last
letter. Tiskin’s solution not only maintains the LCS, but implicitly also the semi-local LCS
information: the LCS lengths between all prefixes of S (resp. T ) and all suffixes of T (resp. S),
as well as the LCS between S (resp. T ) and all fragments (substrings) of T (resp. S).
One of the main technical contributions of Tiskin in this area is an efficient algorithm for
computing the (min,+) product (also known as distance product) of two simple unit-Monge
matrices [37].2 The algorithm itself and the ideas behind it have found numerous applications
to variants of the LCS and string alignment problems. We refer the reader to Tiskin’s
monograph [32] as well as [33, 34, 35, 31, 36].
On the lower-bound side, Backurs and Indyk showed that an O(n2−)-time algorithm
for computing the edit distance of two strings of length at most n would refute the Strong
Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) [4]. Bringmann and Künnemann generalized this
conditional lower bound by showing that it holds even for binary strings under any non-trivial
assignment of weights cins, cdel, and csub [7] – an assignment of weights is trivial if it allows
one to infer the edit distance in constant time. Further consequences of subquadratic-
time algorithms for the edit distance or LCS problems where shown by Abboud et al. [1];
interestingly, they proved that even shaving arbitrarily large polylogarithmic factors from n2
would have major consequences. In light of the above results, an O(n1−)-time algorithm
maintaining an optimal string alignment of two strings of length O(n) subject to edit
operations seems highly unlikely, as it would directly imply an O(n2−)-time algorithm for
the static version of the problem.
2 A matrix M is a Monge matrix if M [i, j] +M [i′, j′] ≤ M [i′, j] +M [i, j′] for all i < i′ and j < j′ [26].
An n × n Monge matrix is a simple unit-Monge matrix if its leftmost column and bottommost row
consist of zeroes, while its rightmost column and topmost row consist of subsequent integers from 0 to
n− 1 [37].
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Our results and approach. We heavily rely on Tiskin’s work on efficient distance multiplic-
ation of simple unit-Monge matrices and its applications to the string alignment problem.
Specifically for the LCS problem, Tiskin showed that the semi-local LCS information of two
strings of length at most n can be retrieved from an O˜(n)-size representation as a permutation
matrix PS,T . Based on his efficient algorithm for computing the (min,+)-product of two
simple unit-Monge matrices, he showed that given permutation matrices PS,T and PS,T ′ , one
can efficiently compute PS,TT ′ . We formalize this in the preliminaries (Section 2).
In Section 3, we first describe our algorithm for maintaining an LCS of two strings S and
T in O˜(n) time per edit operation, and then we extend it to maintaining a string alignment
under integer weights. Our algorithm maintains a hierarchical partition of strings S and T
to fragments of length roughly 2s for each scale s, 0 ≤ s ≤ logn, and permutation matrices
PSi,Tj for all pairs of fragments (Si, Tj) at each scale. Then, upon an update to S or T , we
need to update Θ(n/2s) permutation matrices at each scale s. This is in contrast with the
sequential approach of combining the permutation matrices in Tiskin’s work.
In Section 4, we show that efficient data structures for computing distances in planar
graphs outperform the approach outlined above when the alignment weights cannot be
expressed as small integers.
2 Preliminaries
Let T = T [0]T [1] · · ·T [n− 1] be a string of length |T | = n over an alphabet Σ. The elements
of Σ are called letters. For two positions i and j in T , we denote by T [i . . j] the fragment
of T that starts at position i and ends at position j (the fragment is empty if i < j). The
fragment T [i . . j] is an occurrence of the underlying substring T [i] · · ·T [j]. A fragment of
T is represented in O(1) space by specifying the indices i and j. We sometimes denote
the fragment T [i . . j] as T [i . . j + 1). A prefix of T is a fragment that starts at position 0
(T [0 . . j]) and a suffix is a fragment that ends at position n− 1 (T [i . . n− 1] or T [i . . n)).
A longest common subsequence (LCS) of two strings S and T is a longest string that is a
subsequence of both S and T . We denote the length of an LCS of S and T by LCS(S, T ).
I Example 1. An LCS of S = acbcddaaea and T = abbbccdec is abcde; LCS(S, T ) = 5.
For strings S and T , of length m and n respectively, the alignment graph GS,T of S and T
is a directed acyclic graph with vertex set {vi,j : 0 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n}. For every 0 ≤ i ≤ m
and 0 ≤ j ≤ n, the graph GS,T has the following edges (defined only if both endpoints exist):
vi,jvi+1,j and vi,jvi,j+1 of length 0,
vi,jvi+1,j+1 of length 1, present if and only if S[i] = T [j].
Intuitively, GS,T is an (m+ 1)× (n+ 1) grid graph (with length-0 edges) augmented with
length-1 diagonal edges corresponding to matching letters of S and T . We think of the vertex
v0,0 as the top left vertex of the grid and the vertex vm,n as the bottom right vertex of the
grid. We shall refer to the rows and columns of GS,T in a natural way. It is easy to see that
LCS(S, T ) equals the length of the highest scoring path between v0,0 and vm,n in GS,T .
We index matrices from 0. Let us define some matrices of interest.
I Definition 2. The distribution matrix σ(M) of an m×n matrix M is the (m+ 1)× (n+ 1)
matrix satisfying σ(M)[i, j] =
∑
r≥i,c<jM [r, c].
I Definition 3. An n×n binary matrix is a permutation matrix if it has exactly one 1 entry
in each row and each column. Such a matrix can be represented in O(n) space.
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By constructing a 2D orthogonal range counting data structure over the non-zero entries
of a permutation matrix, one obtains the following lemma.
I Lemma 4 ([32, Theorem 2.15]; [9]). An n× n permutation matrix P can be preprocessed
O(n√logn) time so that any entry of σ(P ) can be retrieved in time O(logn/ log logn).
Let  be a wildcard letter, i.e., a letter that matches all letters. Tiskin [32] defines an
(m+ n+ 1)× (m+ n+ 1) distance matrix HS,T over GS,mTm so that HS,T [i, j] equals the
hightest weight of a path from v0,i to vm,m+j in GS,mTm . Note that if j = i −m, then
HS,T [i, j] = 0. By convention, if j < i−m, then HS,T [i, j] = j − (i−m) < 0. The matrix
HS,T captures so-called semi-local LCS values as follows; see Figure 1 for an illustration.
HS,T [i, j] =

LCS(S[m− i . .m), T [0 . . j)) +m− i if i ≤ m and j ≤ n,
LCS(S[0 . .m+ n− j), T [i−m. . n)) + j − n if i ≥ m and j ≥ n,
LCS(S[m− i . .m+ n− j), T ) +m− i+ j − n if i ≤ m and n+ i ≥ j ≥ n,
m if n+ i ≤ j,
LCS(S, T [i−m. . j)) if i ≥ m and i−m ≤ j ≤ n,
j +m− i if j ≤ i−m.
v0,0
vm,2m+n
       a b c a b
c
a
b
a v1,4
v3,9
Figure 1 The figure illustrates how HS,T captures semi-local LCS information for S = abac and
T = abcab. We have m = 4 and n = 5. The value HS,T (i, j) captures the length of the highest
scoring path from the i-th blue node to the j-th red node in the above figure (in the left-to-right
order). The underlying idea is that when there are wildcards  involved, one may always choose to
use the diagonal edges corresponding to them and then fill in the rest of the path. Let us analyze
one of the cases thoroughly, the analysis of the other cases is analogous.
The highest weight of a path from v0,3 to v4,4+6 is 4, which corresponds to HS,T (3, 6) = 4 =
LCS(S[4− 3, 9− 6), T ) + 4− 3 + 6− 5 = LCS(S[1, 2], T ) + 2 (case 3 of the equation above). The
highest scoring path (in black), after trimming diagonal edges corresponding to wildcards, yields
a highest scoring path from v1,4 to v3,4+5. Its weight indeed corresponds to LCS(S[1 . . 2], T ) = 2.
The v0,2-to-v4,4+3 highest scoring path (in green) illustrates case 1 of the equation above:
HS,T (2, 3) = 4 = LCS(S[4− 2 . . 4), T [0 . . 3)) + 4− 2 = LCS(S[2 . . 3], T [0 . . 2]) + 2.
The v0,8-to-v4,4+8 highest scoring path (in orange) illustrates case 2 of the equation above:
HS,T (8, 8) = 3 = LCS(S[0 . . 9− 8), T [8− 4 . . 5)) + 8− 5 = LCS(S[0], T [4]) + 3.
The v0,6-to-v4,4+4 highest scoring path (in magenta) illustrates case 5 of the equation above:
HS,T (6, 4) = 1 = LCS(S, T [6− 4 . . 4)) = LCS(S, T [2 . . 3]).
.
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I Remark 5. Let us try to provide some extra intuition by considering the indel distance, for
which we get a more uniform formula. The indel distance of two strings, denoted δ(S, T ), is
the minimum number of insertions and deletions that are needed to transform S to T . In
other words, δ(S, T ) = |S|+ |T | − 2LCS(S, T ). Then 2m+ j − i− 2HS,T [i, j], which can be
interpreted as the number of length-0 edges on the highest scoring path from v0,i to vm,m+j
in GS,mTm , admits a more uniform formula:
2m+j−i−2HS,T [i, j] =

δ(S[m− i . .m), T [0 . . j)) if i ≤ m and j ≤ n,
δ(S[0 . .m+ n− j), T [i−m. . n)) if i ≥ m and j ≥ n,
δ(S[m− i . .m+ n− j), T ) if i ≤ m and n+ i ≥ j ≥ n,
j − i if n+ i ≤ j,
δ(S, T [i−m. . j)) if i ≥ m and i−m ≤ j ≤ n,
i− j if j ≤ i−m.
We now return to the LCS problem. Tiskin shows that the (n+m)× (n+m) matrix
PS,T defined as
PS,T [i, j] = HS,T [i, j] +HS,T [i+ 1, j + 1]−HS,T [i+ 1, j]−HS,T [i, j + 1], (1)
is a permutation matrix and satisfies HS,T [i, j] = j + m − i − σ(PS,T )[i, j]. Note that for
constant-length strings S and T , the matrix PS,T can be computed naively in constant time
from HS,T . Conversely, each entry of HS,T can be retrieved in time O(log(n+m)/ log log(n+
m)) after an O((n+m)√log(n+m))-time preprocessing of PS,T by Lemma 4. Crucially for
our approach, Tiskin shows the following result.
I Theorem 6 ([32, Theorem 4.21]).
(a) Given PS,T and PS,T ′ for three strings S, T, T ′, each of length at most n, one can compute
PS,TT ′ in O(n logn) time.
(b) Given PT,S and PT ′,S for three strings S, T, T ′, each of length at most n, one can compute
PTT ′,S in O(n logn) time.
Actually, only part (a) of the above theorem is stated explicitly in [32]. Part (b) can be
derived by symmetry as follows. One can check using the characterization of HS,T in terms
of the semi-local LCS values that HS,T [i, j] = HT,S [n+m− i, n+m− j] +m− i+ j − n;
see [32, Lemma 4.14]. In particular, this means that HS,T can be obtained from HT,S by first
performing a 180-degree rotation and then off-setting the values in every row i by m− i and
the values in every column j by j − n. This, in turn, means that PT,S can be obtained from
PS,T just through a 180-degree rotation, as the offsets are cancelled out in the computation
of PS,T [i, j] from HT,S ; see (1). Thus, we can rotate PT,S and PT ′,S to obtain PS,T and
PS,T ′ , compute PS,TT ′ using Theorem 6(a), and then rotate PS,TT ′ to obtain PTT ′,S .
3 Main Algorithm
We show how to maintain the permutation matrix PS,T in O((m+ n) log(m+ n)) time per
update when the strings S and T undergo substitutions, insertions, and deletions of single
letters. Within the stated update time we can recompute the orthogonal range counting
data structure that allows us to report, in O(log(m+ n)/ log log(m+ n)) time, any element
of the matrix HS,T .
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The high-level idea is to maintain the permutation matrices PA,B for fragments A of S
and B of T , at exponentially growing scales. Local changes to S and T , such as substitutions,
insertions, and deletions, only affect a single fragment at each scale. We can therefore
use Theorem 6 to recompute the affected matrices efficiently in a bottom-up fashion.
We first describe the maintenance of a data structure that can only support substitutions
in order to demonstrate the general approach. We will then describe how to also support
insertions and deletions.
3.1 Supporting Only Substitutions
We can assume that both S and T are of length n and that n is a power of two; otherwise,
we pad S with $ characters and T with # characters such that $ 6= # and neither $ nor # is
in the alphabet. We define logn+ 1 scales, where at scale s, each of S and T is partitioned
into non-overlapping fragments of length 2s. At every scale, and for every pair of fragments
Si and Tj of S and T , respectively, we store the permutation matrix PSi,Tj corresponding to
HSi,Ti . At scale s, there are (n/2s)2 matrices, each stored in O(2s) space. Thus, the overall
space required by the data structure is O(n2). Building the data structure in a bottom-up
manner requires time
∑logn
s=0 (n/2s)2 · 2s · s = O(n2) by Theorem 6.
Suppose, without loss of generality, that a letter of S is substituted (the other case is
symmetric). We work in order of increasing scales s = 0, 1, . . . logn. Let Si be the unique
fragment of S in scale s that contains the substituted letter. We recompute the matrices
PSi,Tj for each one of the n/2s fragments Tj of T at scale s. At scale s = 0, both Si and Tj
consist of single letters, and we recompute the constant-size permutation matrices PSi,Tj from
scratch in total O(n) time. (In fact, there are only two types of matrices, one corresponding to
the case that the letter Si matches the letter Tj , and the other corresponding to a mismatch.)
To recompute a matrix PSi,Tj at scale s > 0, let S′i, S′′i be the two fragments of S at scale
s− 1 such that Si = S′iS′′i . Similarly, let T ′j , T ′′j be the two fragments of T at scale s− 1 such
that Tj = T ′jT ′′j . We repeatedly apply Theorem 6 to PS′i,T ′j , PS′i,T ′′j , PS′′i ,T ′j , PS′′i ,T ′′j to obtain
PSi,Tj in O(s · 2s) time. Thus, the total time to update all affected permutation matrices at
all scales (and, in particular, to obtain the matrix PS,T ) is
∑logn
s=0
n
2s · s · 2s = O(n log2 n).
3.2 Supporting Insertions and Deletions
To support insertions and deletions we use the same approach. However, as each update
increases or decreases the length of the string it is applied to, we can no longer use fixed-
length fragments at each scale. At each scale s, we maintain a partition of each string into
consecutive fragments, each of length between 14 · 2s and 2 · 2s, such that the partition at
scale s is a refinement of the partition at scale s + 1. Let us denote by Rs (resp. Cs) the
partition of S (resp. T ) at level s. We only describe the process for S; the string T is handled
analogously. The refinement property for Rs can be stated formally as follows. For any s′ > s,
for each fragment S[a . . b] ∈ Rs there exists a fragment S[a′ . . b′] ∈ Rs′ with a′ ≤ a ≤ b ≤ b′.
We maintain each Rs as a linked list of the fragments, which are represented by their start
and end indices, sorted by the start indices in increasing order. Upon an update in S, we
update the partitions in a bottom-up manner.
Let us first describe how to insert a letter in S after the letter at position k. We first
scan Rs for all s and increment by 1 all the start indices that are greater than k and all the
end indices that are at least k. This way, the newly inserted letter is assigned to a unique
fragment in each partition. Then, we process the scales in increasing order, starting from
scale 0. If the fragment U0 ∈ R0 that contains the newly inserted letter has just become of
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length greater than 2 · 20 = 2, then we split U0 into two fragments of length at most 2. Note
that this potential split does not violate the refinement property. Then, we proceed to the
next scale. Generally, at scale s, if the length of the fragment Us ∈ Rs that contains the
newly inserted letter does not exceed 2 · 2s, we just proceed to the next scale. Otherwise,
we need to make adjustments, ensuring that the refinement property is not violated. Note
that, if |Us| = 2 · 2s + 1, then, since fragments at scale s− 1 have been already processed and
respect the length constraint, the refinement property implies that Us is the concatenation
of at least three (and at most nine) fragments V1, V2, . . . , Vt at scale s− 1. Let the middle
letter of Us belong to Vi. Then, either
∑
g<i |Vg| ≥ 2s/4 or
∑
g>i |Vg| ≥ 2s/4; let us assume
without loss of generality that we are in the first case. We replace U at scale s by V1 · · ·Vi−1
and Vi · · ·Vt. If such a replacement happens at the highest scale s (with Us = S), then we
create a new level s + 1 with Rs+1 = {Us} = {S}. Note that the refinement property is
maintained and the whole procedure requires O(m) time.
We now treat the complementary case of deleting S[k]. Again, we first scan Rs for all
scales s and decrement by 1 all the start/end indices that are at least k – ensuring that
none of them becomes negative. If some fragment becomes of length 0, then we remove
it. We again process levels in increasing order. Suppose that the fragment Us ∈ Rs that
contained the deleted letter has just become shorter than 14 · 2s. If Rs is the top level of
the decomposition, then we simply remove this level. Otherwise, consider the fragment
Us+1 ∈ Rs+1 that contains Us. Note that, 1 ≤ |Us| = 14 · 2s − 1 implies that the length
|Us|+ 1 of the fragment corresponding to Us prior to the deletion is smaller than 14 · 2s+1,
and hence |Us+1| > |Us|. Thus, there exists a fragment V at scale s that is adjacent to
Us and is also a subfragment of Us+1. Let us assume without loss of generality that V
lies to the right of Us – the other case is symmetric. If |V | < 74 · 2s, then we can just
replace Us and V in Rs by their concatenation, UsV . Otherwise, let the first element of
the decomposition of V at scale s − 1 be X. In this case, we can replace Us and V in Rs
by UsX and Y = V [|X| . . |V | − 1], since 14 · 2s ≤ |UsX| < 14 · 2s + 2 · 2s−1 < 2 · 2s and
1
4 · 2s < 74 · 2s − 2 · 2s−1 ≤ |V | − |X| = |Y | < |V | ≤ 2 · 2s. The refinement property is
maintained and the whole procedure requires O(m) time.
We maintain PA,B for each pair of fragments (A,B) ∈ Rs × Cs at scale s. In the case
that Rs simply consists of S at scale s, while T is still fragmented, we consider Rj for any
j > s to simply consist of S. (Symmetrically for the opposite case.) The number of pairs of
fragments that are affected at scale s is O((n+m)/2s). We compute PA,B, for each such
pair (A,B), using a constant number of applications of Theorem 6 in O(s · 2s) time. Thus,
the total time to handle scale s is O((n + m)s) and the total time to handle all scales is
O((m+ n) log2(m+ n)).
I Remark 7. Deletions of fragments of either of the strings can also be processed within the
same time complexity with a straightforward generalisation of the above process.
Obtaining the longest common subsequence. We now describe how one can obtain the
longest common subsequence, and not just its length, within O˜(n+m) time. Let us consider
the following auxiliary problem: given some pair of fragments Si, Tj at scale s > 0, compute
the longest common subsequence of either some prefix of Si (resp. Tj) and some suffix of Tj
(resp. Si), or some fragment of Si (resp. Tj) and Tj (resp. Si). Consider the refinement, at
scale s− 1, of Si to U1, . . . , Uk and of Tj to V1, . . . , V`. Let GS,T (S[i1 . . i2], T [j1 . . j2]) be the
subgraph of GS,T induced by the set of vertices {vi′,j′ : i1 ≤ i′ ≤ i2 + 1, j1 ≤ j′ ≤ j2 + 1}.
Our aim is to decompose the highest scoring path in scope (say va,b-to-vc,d) into subpaths,
each lying entirely on some GS,T (Ur, Vt). We can then apply this procedure recursively.
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PSi,Tj was obtained from the k × ` matrices PUt,Vr through some order of applications
of Theorem 6. We can store such intermediate matrices, preprocessed as in Lemma 4, without
any extra asymptotic cost in the complexities. We refine the path by considering the reverse
order. For clarity of presentation, let us assume that k = ` = 2 and the intermediate matrices
were PU1U2,V1 and PU1U2,V2 . We can decompose the path to at most two subpaths, one lying
entirely on J1 = GS,T (U1U2, V1) and one lying entirely on J2 = GS,T (U1U2, V2). The case
that both va,b and vc,d lie on one of J1 or J2 is trivial. In the other case, we wish to find
a node that lies on both J1 and J2 and is on the path. To this end, we query PU1U2,V1
(resp. PU1U2,V2) for the length of the highest scoring va,b-to-u (resp. u-to-vc,d) path for all
nodes u that belong to both J1 and J2. Using Lemma 4, this can be done in O(2s · s/ log s)
time (for s > 0). Any u for which the sum of these values equals the length of the highest
scoring va,b-to-vc,d path is a valid vertex to decompose the path. We then recurse, further
refining the path. Note that the va,b-to-vc,d path gets decomposed into O((n+m)/2s) pieces
at scale s, for all s. Hence, by summing over all scales, the total time required for applying
this procedure is O((n+m) log2(n+m)).
Fragment-to-fragment LCS queries. Our data structure also enables us to answer queries
of the type LCS(S[i1 . . i2], T [j1 . . j2]) in time O˜(n+m) (in fact, in time O˜(1+i2−i1+j2−j1)).
Note that GS,T (S[i1 . . i2], T [j1 . . j2]) can be decomposed in O˜(n+m) time to multiple pieces
GS,T (U, V ), overlapping at their boundaries, such that U and V are of the same scale and
there are O((n + m)/2s) pairs (U, V ) of scale s. This can be done, intuitively, using a
greedy approach, that each time uses a piece from the largest possible scale. One can also
think of this as extending a rectangle using a constant number of layers consisting of pieces
corresponding to pairs of strings at scale s, in order of decreasing s. Finally, a repeated
application of Theorem 6 yields the claimed result.
3.3 Extension to String Alignment Under Integer Weights
Let us now consider the problem of computing an alignment of two strings S and T , under
integer weights wmatch, wmis and wgap – one may assume that 2wmatch > 2wmis ≥ wgap [32].
In this problem, the goal is to compute a highest scoring path from v0,0 to vm,n in the following
modification GˆS,T of GS,T . Edges of the form vi,jvi+1,j and vi,jvi,j+1 have weight wgap,
while edges of the form vi,jvi+1,j+1 have weight wmatch if T [i] = S[i] and wmis otherwise.
Tiskin shows in Section 6.1 of his monograph [32] that the alignment problem between
strings S and T , can be reduced to the LCS problem between strings S′ and T ′, obtained as
follows. First, replace every letter a in S or in T by the string $µaν−µ, where $ 6∈ Σ and
µ
ν
= wmis − 2wgap
wmatch − 2wgap .
Then, if one defines matrix HˆS,T over GˆS,T analogously to the definition of HS,T over GS,T ,
we have that HˆS,T (i, j) = 1ν ·HS′,T ′(νi, νj).
We maintain the same information as in the previous subsections, making sure that each
fragment of each partition is a multiple of ν. At scale 0, we have only two options about how
PA,B can look like, despite it being a ν × ν matrix; its structure only depends on whether
A = B or not. We precompute such possible PA,B ’s. This way, upon an update on S or T ,
updating scale 0 requires O(nν) time. At every other scale, the total length of the involved
strings has just blown up by a ν multiplicative factor and hence the total update time is
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O(nν log2(nν)). The same reasoning shows that the preprocessing time is
O
(logn∑
s=0
( nw
2sw
)2
· 2sw · log(2sw)
)
= O(n2w logn logw).
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.
I Theorem 8. Given two strings S and T and integer weights wmatch, wmis and wgap,
bounded by w, the alignment score of S and T as they undergo insertions, deletions and
substitutions of letters can be maintained in O(nw log2(nw)) time per operation after
an O(n2w logn logw)-time preprocessing. The actual alignment can be retrieved in time
O(nw log2(nw)). In addition, the following queries are supported:
the score of any semi-local string alignment can be computed in O(log(nw)/ log log(nw))
time,
the score of any fragment-to-fragment alignment can be computed in O˜(nw) time.
4 Handling Large Weights
In this section, we describe an algorithm for string alignment that only relies on the planarity
of GˆS,T . This algorithm outperforms the one from Theorem 8 when the alignment weights
cannot be transformed to integers bounded by (roughly)
√
n.
Instead of computing a highest scoring path, we can reduce the problem to computing a
shortest path in the alignment DAG. Given wmatch, wmis and wgap, we define w′match = 0,
w′mis = wmatch − wmis and w′gap = 12wmatch − wgap. Then, a shortest path with respect to
the new weights (of length W ), corresponds to a highest scoring path with respect to the
original weights (of score 12 (m+ n)wmatch −W ).
4.1 Data Structures for Planar Graphs
Let us first introduce some data structures for shortest paths in planar graphs.
MSSP. The multiple-source shortest paths (MSSP) data structure of Klein [22] represents
all shortest path trees rooted at the vertices of a single face f in a planar graph G of size n
using a persistent dynamic tree. It can be constructed in O(n logn) time, requires O(n logn)
space, and can report the distance between any vertex of f and any other vertex in G in
O(logn) time. The actual shortest path p can be retrieved in time O(ρ log logn), where ρ is
the number of edges of p.
FR-Dijkstra. Let us consider a subgraph P of a planar graph G, and a face f of P . The
dense distance graph of P with respect to f , denoted DDGP,f is a complete directed graph on
the set of vertices F that lie on f . Each edge (u, v) has weight dP (u, v), equal to the length
of the shortest u-to-v path in P . DDGP,f can be computed in time O((|F |2 + |P |) log |P |)
using MSSP. In their seminal paper, Fakcharoenphol and Rao [12] designed an efficient
implementation of Dijkstra’s algorithm on any union of DDGs – it is nicknamed FR-Dijkstra.
The algorithm exploits the fact that, due to planarity, certain submatrices of the adjacency
matrix of DDGP,f satisfy the Monge property. We next give a – convenient for our purposes
– interface for FR-Dijkstra, which was essentially proved in [12], with some additional
components and details from [20, 27].
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I Theorem 9 ([12, 20, 27]). Given a set of DDGs with O(M) vertices in total (with
multiplicities), each having at most m vertices, we can (independently) preprocess each DDG
with k vertices in time and extra space O(k log k), so that, after this preprocessing, Dijkstra’s
algorithm can be run on the union of any subset of these DDGs with O(N) vertices in total
(with multiplicities) in time O(N logN logm).
I Remark 10. For an improvement in the logarithmic factors of Theorem 9 see [13].
4.2 Direct Application to String Alignment
Our approach is essentially the same as the one for dynamic distance oracles in planar graphs
due to Klein [22], with extensions in [19, 20, 10]. We want to maintain a data structure that
enables us to compute the length of the shortest v0,0-to-vm,n path. However, instead of a
single update to the graph, we have a batch of O(m+ n) updates for each update to one of
the strings. We rely on the fact that the updates to the graphs are clustered in a constant
number of rows/columns of GˆS,T in order to process them more efficiently compared to
simply using dynamic distance oracles for planar graphs in a black-box manner.
Let us consider a partition of GˆS,T into O((n/r)2) pieces of size Θ(r)×Θ(r) each. We
consider the vertices that lie on the infinite face of each piece as its boundary nodes. Then, as
each piece has O(r) boundary vertices, the total number of boundary vertices is O(n2/r). We
compute the MSSP data structure and the DDG for each piece with respect to its outer face.
Note that the shortest path from v0,0 to vm,n can be decomposed to subpaths p1, . . . , pk such
that each pi lies entirely within some piece Pi and pi’s endpoints are boundary nodes of Pi.
Thus, we can compute the length of the shortest v0,0-to-vm,n path by running FR-Dijkstra
from v0,0 in the union of all DDGs in O˜(n2/r) time. In order to retrieve the actual shortest
path, we can refine the DDG edges of the shortest v0,0-to-vm,n path to the actual underlying
edges using the MSSP data structures for the respective pieces.
Each update to one of the strings affects a constant number of rows or of columns of
the original matrix and these are covered by O(n/r) pieces. The MSSP data structures and
DDGs for these pieces can be recomputed using MSSP and preprocessed for efficient shortest
path computations in O˜(nr · r2) = O˜(nr) time. The balance is at n2/r = nr, which yields
r =
√
n, so the time per operation is O˜(n3/2). If a piece grows (resp. shrinks) too much, we
break it into two pieces (resp. merge it with an adjacent piece and split in the middle) and
recompute and preprocess the DDGs for the affected pieces. We obtain the following result.
I Theorem 11. Given two strings S and T and alignment weights wmatch, wmis, and wgap,
the optimal alignment of S and T as they undergo insertions, deletions, and substitutions of
letters can be maintained in O˜(n3/2) time per operation after an O˜(n2)-time preprocessing.
5 Final Remarks
There has been a recent series of breakthrough papers on approximating the edit distance
and length of the LCS, see e.g. [3, 2, 8, 16, 14, 6]. It is natural to ask about the maintenance
of an approximation of the edit distance or LCS in the setting of dynamic strings.
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